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PROCEDURAL HISTORY
On August 1, 1993, the Laws of Minnesota 1993, Chapter 356, Section 3 became effective.
This law, codified as Minn. Stat. § 216B.2422, requires that the Commission "to the extent
practicable, quantify and establish a range of environmental costs associated with each method
of electricity generation." The law requires each utility to use the values in conjunction with
other external factors when evaluating resource options in all proceedings before the
Commission. In addition to requiring the development of environmental cost values, the
statute required the Commission to develop interim values by March 1, 1994.
To address its obligation to establish interim environmental cost values by the March 1, 1994
statutory deadline, the Commission issued its ORDER ESTABLISHING PROCEDURE FOR
ESTABLISHING INTERIM ENVIRONMENTAL COST VALUES on August 17, 1993. This
Order contained a number of questions regarding environmental externalities, requested the
parties address these questions, and set deadlines for interested parties to file comments and
reply comments. The Commission encouraged interested parties to work together to reach a
consensus on interim values.
After reviewing the written and oral comments by interested parties, the Commission issued its
ORDER ESTABLISHING INTERIM ENVIRONMENTAL COST VALUES on
March 1, 1994.
On March 3, 1994, the Commission issued a NOTICE AND ORDER FOR HEARING
initiating formal evidentiary hearings to set the final environmental cost values. This Order
also directed parties to address the following issues in the course of the contested case
proceedings:

^

^hat range of e n v i r o n m e n t ^
in resource planning and other resouree seleetion proceedings as req^^
Minn. Stat. ^216^24227 Specifically, for which pollutants or externalities
should the Commission estahlisharange of values,and what are the appropriate
boundaries of each range7 Should these values he geographically sensitive7

^

^hat methodology or methodologies should he used to establish these ranges of
values ^e.g., damage costs, control costs, other methodologies, or some
combination of theses

^

Is itpracticablefortheCommissiontoquanti^y and establisharange of
environmental cost values for methods of electric generation that do not generate
significant air emissions7 If so, how should the Commission establish such
values and what are the appropriate boundaries of any such range7

^

Is it practicable for the Commission to adopt environmental cost values which
reflect the full cycle ofelectric generation, including both upstream and
downstream costs7 If so, how should the Commission establish such values and
what are the appropriate boundaries of any such range7

OnMay 13,1994,Administrative Law Judge ^ A ^ A l l a n ^ ^
Prehearing Order in which he reinstated the scoping process withamodified schedule and
named the following as parties: Northern States Power Company ^NSP^, Minnesota Power an^
LightCompany^MP^,Minnegasco,aDivision ofNorAm Energy Corporation, Otter^^^^
Power Company ^OTP^, Cooperative Power Association ^CPA^, United Power Association
^UPA^, other jurisdictional utilitiesB^ the Minnesota Departments^
Departments,Residential and Small Business Utilities Division ofthe O ^
Ceneral^RUD OAC^, Minnesota Pollution Control Agency ^MPCA^, American ^indEner^^
Association ^A^EA^, Center for Energy and the Environment ^CEE^, District Energy of
St. Paul ^District Energy^, Institute ^
America ^ E A ^ , Minnesotans for an Energy Ef^cient Economy ^ME3^, western Euels
Association^esternEuels^,Lignite Energy Council ^EEC^,Center for Energy^Economic
Development ^CEED^, Potlatch Corporation ^Potlatch^, Northern Municipal Power Agency
^NMPA^,Southern Minnesota Municipal Power Agency ^SMMPA^, Large Power Intervenors,
and Boise Cascade Corporation ^Boise^.
On July 13,1994, the ALJ issued his Fourth Prehearing Order which denned the scope of the
proceeding and requested parties to submit memoranda on the question of whether evidence
should be limited to environmental costs or whether it should also include socioeconomic and
other factors.
On August 24,1994, the ALJ issued his Fifth Prehearing Order which, among other things,
limited the scope ofthis proceeding by excluding "testimony and arguments relating to non

environment issued such as s ^
D .^exeep^for the purposes
of ereatingareeord to support or de^nd constitutional ehahengesB^
On O c t o h e r ^ f ^ , the Commission issued its ORDERMODfF^^
LA^JUDCE^^THPRE^^
SOCfOECONOMICFACTORS. fn its Order, the Commission generally agreed with the
ALJ^sanalysis hut stated that it "does not construe the statute to exclude all socioeconomic
evidence from consideration.^ The Commission modi^ed the AL^sorder to "ensure that
socioeconomic evidence is not excluded from consideration in this proceeding i f it is relevant
to quantising the impact of electric generation on the natural environment . B^ fn its Order,
the Commission also responded to parties^claims that the Conm^ission should look at the
possible social and economic consequences of applying environmental cost values in deciding
what those values should he. Addressing this issue, the Commission stated:
The Commission does not, at this juncture, find this concern sufficiently
compelling to justify departure from the two stage process set forth in the
statute, which clearly contemplates the Con^ission establishing environmental
cost values independent from its consideration of the consequences of applying
those values.
The parties ^led direct testimony on November 29, f994, rebuttal testimony on
March f5,f995,and surrebuttal testimony onApril 28,1995
On April 26,1995,the ALJ issuedaMemorandum extending the filing date for surrebuttal
testimony relating to mercury and all testimony relating to criteria pollutants except fo^
emissions trading aspects of SO^ to May 29,1995.
From April 18to April 27,1995,the A l ^ held six public hearings throughout the state,
includingathreecityvideoconference. Over 160 people presented testimony at the public
hearings.
From May^to June 28,1995,the ALJ conducted evidentiary hearings. Over 50 witnesses
presented testimony during the course of the proceeding.
Between September 8,1995 and October 24,1995, many of the parties ^led briefs and reply
briefs regarding constitutional and evidentiary issues.
On November 16,1995, the ALJ issued his Fost Hearing Ruling on Evidentiary Motions. On
Decembers,1995,the ALJ issued an Order Clarifying FostHearing Ruling on E v i d e n t
Motions.
BetweenJanuary 12,1996 and February 21, 1996,the following parties ^led briefs and reply
briefsonsubstantiveissues:^esternFuels^theDepartment^NSF^RUDOAO^MFCA^

Dairyland Power Cooperative (Dairyland); OTP; CEED; Minnegasco and Peoples Natural Gas
Company (Peoples), (together the Natural Gas Utilities); CPA, Minnkota Power Cooperative
(Minnkota), and UPA (together the Cooperatives); State of North Dakota; LEC; IWLA, ME3,
AWEA, Clean Water Action, the American Lung Association, the Minnesota Center for
Environmental Advocacy, and ILSR (together the Environmental Coalition); and MP.
On March 25, 1996, the ALJ issued his Findings of Fact, Conclusions, Recommendation and
Memorandum in this matter.
Between April 15 and April 29, 1996, the parties filed their Exceptions to the ALJ's
Recommendation and their Replies to Exceptions.
On May 8, 1996, Western Fuels, CEED, LEC, North Dakota, and OTP filed their joint
opposition to the MPCA request to take official notice of an Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) report.
On September 16, 1996, the Commission met to hear oral argument and deliberate upon
several preliminary issues of this matter. On September 17, 1996, the Commission met to hear
oral argument regarding the substantive issues in this matter. On September 19, 1996, the
Commission met to deliberate upon those issues.
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS
I.

INTRODUCTION

In this Order, the Commission fulfills its obligation to quantify and establish a range of
environmental costs associated with each method of electricity generation "to the extent
practicable," as directed by Minnesota's externalities statute, Minn. Stat. § 216B.2422 (1994).
II.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

Based on the record established in this proceeding, the Commission finds it practicable to
quantify and establish a range of environmental costs for specific pollutants as follows:
1
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The figures listed in this table are the values recommended by the ALJ, updated
to 1995 dollars using a methodology proposed by the Department.
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UTILIZATION OF THE RANGES ESTABLISHED I N THIS ORDER

The range of environmental costs adopted by the Commission in this Order will now be used
by utilities, in conjunction with other external factors (including socioeconomic costs) when
evaluating and selecting resource options in all proceedings before the Commission, including
resource plan and certificate of need proceedings. Minn. Stat. § 216B.2422, subd. 3 (a).
These values will not apply to decisions regarding the dispatch of electric power from existing
facilities.
In their petitions in such matters, the utilities will be required to provide three cost analyses for
each generation option provided: one using the values at the low end of the range established
for the environmental externalities associated with the electric power generation option in
question; one using values at the high end of the adopted range; and one using zero
environmental externalities values, i.e. reflecting direct costs only. Ordering Paragraph 2.
In the context of particular petitions and based on the record developed in proceedings
addressing those petitions, the Commission will evaluate the merits of the energy resource
options proposed therein. In so doing, the Commission will consider not only the
environmental externalities quantified in this proceeding, but any evidence of other relevant
environmental externalities (costs) not specifically quantified in this proceeding (e.g. mercury),
as well as other external factors, including socioeconomic costs that the record developed in
that proceeding indicates is associated with the resource option in question.
IV.

COMMISSION ANALYSIS

In the course of this proceeding, various parties have 1) raised constitutional challenges to
Minnesota's environmental externalities statute, 2) objected to the inclusion and exclusion of
various elements of the record adopted by the Commission in deciding this matter, and 3)

objected to specific values proposed by the ALJ and adopted by the Commission for various
environmental impacts. In this part of the Order, the Commission will address the parties'
objections.
A.

Constitutional Challenges
1.

Facial Challenges

Several parties argued that the statute purporting to authorize the Commission to act on this
subject is unconstitutional on its face, i.e. without need of any factual record to demonstrate its
unconstitutionality. These parties argued the "facial" unconstitutionality of the statute on two
grounds:
1) that the statute conflicts with the Supremacy Clause of the U.S. Constitution,
Article VI, Clause 2; and
2) that the statute constitutes an unconstitutional delegation of authority.
Minnesota law is clear, however, that neither an administrative body such as the Commission
nor an Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) has the authority to declare that a statute is
unconstitutional on its face. Neeland v. Clearwater Memorial Hospital. 257 N.W.2d 366, 368
(Minn. 1977); Holt v. Board of Medical Examiners. 431 N.W.2d 905, 906 (Minn. Ct. App.
1989). This is appropriate because, as a creature of the state, an agency has no authority to
determine that the legislature lacked authority to delegate certain powers to it. Therefore, the
Commission will not undertake to examine the grounds urged as the basis for finding the
statute unconstitutional on its face.
2

2.

Unconstitutional "As Applied"

The Commission, of course, is required to apply statutes in a manner consistent with the
Constitution. In considering what is a constitutional application of the statute, the Commission
considers relevant court decisions bearing on the constitutionality of the Commission's
application of the statute. The time for doing so, however, is not at hand. In this Order, the

2

The Commission does not necessarily accept that the parties' Supremacy Clause
challenge is properly classified as a facial challenge. Until a resource planning decision or
certificate of need is considered, it cannot be determined whether there is an actual conflict
between state and federal law. Regardless of how the Supremacy Clause challenge is
classified, the Commission does not accept it. If it is a facial challenge, it is clear that the
Commission is without authority to determine its validity; in the more likely event that it is an
"as applied" challenge, the Commission finds it is premature, as discussed in the next section
regarding the "as applied" challenges.

Commission is simply
action is not entirely academic, it d^
characterized as "applying" the statute to them

While this

In snhseqnent cases, whenantilityhrings forward specific energy choice proposals for r e ^
the Conm^ission will he "applying" the statute, deciding what weight should he given
various economic analyses (one that used the high end of the range ^gure, one using the low
end ^gure and one usingazerovalue)when considered together with other external factors,
including socioeconomic costs
Given the limited scope of this proceeding andarecord molded to that purpose,the
Conunission finds that challenges that the statute is unconstitutional "as a p p ^ ^
for consideration.
B.

Confenf of fhe Record Issues

The Conunission has reviewed all of the Al^'srulings in his November f6,1995 PostH^
RulingonEvidentiaryMotions, ^nds them well reasoned, and affirms them
Subsequent to the AL^sRuling,two requests to add items to the record were received. For
the reasons stated below,the Commission will reject both such requests.
These decisions leave the evidentiary record in this matter as it was at the end of the
contested case hearing before the ALJ (June 28, 1995), except as modi^ed by the AL^s
November 16, 1995 Ruling
Several content of the record issues deserve comment, as follows:
L

Re^nesffoT^eOf^eialNof^eofan IPCC Report

In its Reply to Exceptions ^led April 26, 1996, the Environmental Coalition requested that the
Commission take official notice of the IPCC'sSecond Assessment Report Synthesis"as an
acknowledgment that the AEJ's^ndings are consistent with the IRCC'smost recent
conclusions regarding the increasingly certain link between anthropogenic carbon emissions
and potentially catastrophic climate change." Reply Erief of the Environmental Coalition on
Exceptions,page4.
Western Fuels,CEED,EEC,the State ofNorth Dakota,and Otter Tail opposed the
Environmental Coalition'srequest. These parties stated:
The Environmental Coalition'suse of the purported 1FCC report in its Reply Brief on
Exceptions demonstratesacavalier disregard for the integrity of the administrative
process. The contents of the report obviously are not subject to official notice by this
Commission.

The objecting parties asserted that the facts within the
cognizable facts nor^generai,technical,or scientific facts" within the specialized^
ofthisConnnission. They further asserted that the state of the record with respect to the work
of the fPCC is wholly objectionable from an evidentiary standpoint and to allow the new IPC^
report to become part of the record through official notice would beabreach of due process.
They ^rther noted that under M i n m S t a t . ^ f ^ ^
official notice ofthe fPCC report without affording the parties "an opportunity to c o n ^
facts so noticed."
Requests that the Conm^ission take administrative notice of general, technical, or
facts within its specialized knowledge pursuant to ^
directed to the sound discretion of the Commission, fn this case, the Commission declines to
take the requested notice for several practical reasons:
^rst, some duality must be accorded an evidentiary record that has been established
over an extensive period of time and has long been closed;
D

second, the time involved in allowing parties to contest the facts to be noticed would
interrupt the deliberation phase and would unnecessarily prolong an already extensive
proceeding; and
third, the information proposed is not necessary to the resolution of any issue before the
Commission As stated by the proponents of this information (the Environmental
Coalition),the information merely corroborates the AE^sfindings regarding clima
change issues. As indicated more ^ully below, the Commission finds that the current
record adequately supports the AE^sfindings in this regard. Theuntimelyproffered
additionalevidenceissimplyofferedforits "consistency" with the Af^'sconclusions,
which in turnhave been based upon the f990fRCC Report (Exhibit 72) and the f992
fPCC Supplement (Exhibit 70). As such, the offered evidence is much akin to
cumulative or repetitious evidence that the Commission is authorized to exclude under
Minn Stat ^f460,subd f ( f ^ )
^

Re^uesf^T^eOf^c^N^ceofanEPARep^andNe^effe^

fn its Exceptions to the AEJ'sReport filed April f5,f996,the MECA requested that the
Commission take official notice of the following items:
Rega^dm^SO^
theactualS^emissionsfromphasefsourcesforl995as
reported in an EEAMarch 26,Impress release,and the f994 allowance
auction average clearing price as reported in an article entitled "UtilitiesWell
EelowSO^ Reduction Mandates, Prices Hit New Eows" from fnside^EA^
CleanAirReport v 7 No 7atf8f9^Anril4 f ^ : a n d

Reading n ^ c u ^ a ^ e r ^
Nichols e x p l a i m n g ^ a ^ ^
the EPA'sfinal report on mercury emissions,health c f f e ^
tecln^ologies and an associated article inaspecial edition oflnsid^
Air Report, dated A p r i l 5 ^ 9 9 ^
The Connnission will deny this request, for many of the same reasons cited ahove in declm^
to take administrative notice of the fPCC Report
R e a d i n g f h e S ^ m f ^ m a f i o n ^ the Commission views the record as adequately developed
on this subject to permitareasonahle decision, as set forth in further detail when the
Commission specifically addresses valuation of that pollutant, fn addition, it appears that
information regardingSO^emissions raises factual and evidentiary issues more proper^^
subject of an adjudicative process than to the conunent process available if the Commission
were to take administrative notice of thisSO^ information.
Finally, after the considerable time devoted to developing the record in this matter it is
desirable and reasonable to dualize the record so that some decisions can be made Due to the
scienti^c and regulatory interest inS^emissions,it is inevitable that new ^
subject will continue to be developed, at least in the foreseeable ^uture^ At some point, the
Commissionmustallowtherecordtoremainclosed so thatadecision can be made with
respect to that record rather than continuously opening it to receive new information,with the
attendant mandatory receipt of counter analyses of that information.
Regarding fhen^e^c^ymfo^mafion^ the only new information proposed for admim^^
notice regarding mercury is that the FFA'sstudy of mercury will not be forthcoming for some
time, fn addition to the duality ofthe record considerations already mentioned, it is difficult to
imagine that such information (that FFA'sfinal mercury study will not be available for
time) would add any weight to the MFCA'scase for adopting an externality value for mercury
based on the current record. Fvidencetodateeither is strong enoughto supportavalue for
mercury or it is not. The fact that additional evidence (the FFA'sfinal mercury study) is
unavailablecouldaddnothingtothecaseforadoptingavalue for mercury and in fact would
suggestthewisdomofrefrainingfromestablishing suchavalue at this time
^

Admissibilify of Depa^f^nent witness D a v i ^ T e s f i ^ n y

fn his FostHearing Ruling on Evidentiary Motions,the ALJ granted the motions ofWest^^
Fuels,NSF,LEC,the Cooperatives and Otter Tail and struck all of the testimony of
Department witness Davis on the grounds that he did not qualify as an expert witness The
Connnission gives great weight to the ALJ'sdetermination regarding the admissibility^^

3

In fact, parties mentioned that several other arguably relevant pieces of evidence
have been developed by the EPA since the record was closed.

expert opimon. Itis w i t ^ the ALJ^diseretiont^
qualified to testify as an expert. The Conunission finds that the record contains adequate
support for the ALJ'sconcem that the witness did not demonstrate an adequate familiarity
with and background l^owledge regarding several ofthe subjects ofhis testimony.
Accordingly,the Conm^ission will not overrule the ALJ'sexclusion of such testim^
4.

Admissibly of^fnessFal^enbe^gs Testimony

In his Post Hearing Ruling on Evidentiary Motions, the ALJ denied the motions of C ^
LEC and Dairyland to strike the testimony ofRandall Falkenberg regarding the r ^
regulation method of calculating the value of externalities. The ALJ did so on the grounds that
there is at least an arguable logical connection between environmental damages and the risk of
regulation.
In its exceptions to the ALJ'sreport, Dairyland renewed its objection to the inclusion
Ealkenberg'stestimony in the record. Dairyland claimed that financial risk, quantised by the
risk of regulation method, is not included in this proceeding and that there is no authorization
in the statute for the Conunission to establish monetized values representing any such ^nanc^
risks.
The Conmnssion finds that the AJ^ was justifiedm
can be argued between the risk of regulation methodology and environmental damage. The
Commission will not exclude this information from the record, as requested by Dairyla^
C.

Statutory Interpretations
L

"To the Extent Praeticabie"

The Commission agrees with the ALJ that the common and approved usage of the term
"practicable"is what the Legislature intended. Citing to Webster'sNew Universal
Unabridged Dictionary.the ALJ defined practicable" to mean "feasible^o
accomplished."
Some parties argued, unpersuasively, that the statutory requirement that the Commission
quantify and establish environmental costs "to the extent practicable" involved some addition^^
screening steps beyond determining whether it was possible to set such values. Additional
screens suggested were to determine l)whether it would be constitutional to do so and
2) whether the application of such values in resource decisions would be reasonable In the
relevant context, the "quantising and establishing" phase of the statute, tbe Conm^
that these other considerations (constitutionality and reasonableness of the ultimate appl^^
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ofthev^ue^ improper com^
Commission at this timeB
In short, the Commission finds that the term "practicahleB'asnsedm^
Statnte,means"feasihie"or"eapahieofheingaeeomphshedB'
^

"Costs Assoeiafed^hEaehMefhod of Generation"

Several of the parties argned and the Con^ission finds that identification and vainat^^
environmental costs, while theoretically desirahie,wonld he ardnons, if not impossihie
Nevertheless, some parties argned that it wonld he improper for the Conm^ission to set any
environmental costs unless it sets them comprehensively. For these parties, costs are
comprehensive only if they include
f.

fullhielcyclecosts,i e. those that reflect upsf^ean^ costs such as costs to the
environment due to the extraction and transportation of the fuel used and do^nst^eam
costs suchas decommissioning ofaplantandhurialofwastes,as well as the
environmental impacts resulting from the electrical generation itself;

2

all the associated costs, notjust the most signi^cant and relevant impacts; and

3.

all such costs for every electric generating method, notjust those likely to he most
relevant in Minnesota.

^
The Con^ission notes thattheE^
^216B^42^snh^3^preserihesatwostageproeess: Staged
^
estahhshmentofarangeofenvnonmentaleosts to the extent p r ^ ^
appheation of the ^nes in eo^nnetion with other externa factor
eosts) when evainating and selecting resonree options in aii proceedings before the
Commission. The current Order addresses Stage f. Reasonable apphcation of the range of
environmental costs set in this Order will be addressed in future proceedings that address
resource options, fn those proceedings, the parties will address and the Commission will
determine the reasonableness or practicality of applying environmental costs in the
circumstances ofthose cases. Tounderscorethefactthattheenvironmental costs established
in this Order will simply be parf of the record considered in evaluating future resource
options, the Conunission will require that utilities include as part of their resource pro^
submissionsabasecaseanalysisconsideringdirectcostsonly,ieattributingazero value to
externality costs The base case analysis will facilitate consideration of the ratemaking and
other socioeconomic implications, if any, of accepting either of the other two analyses. See
Ordering Paragraphs
ff

The Commission f r n d s t h ^ ^
Instead of
requiring ahsointe comprehensiveness, the statute requires that eost^
extent praetieahieB' With respect to upstream and downstream costs, no party has proposed
environmental cost values in this proceeding
who argued so strongly that it is essential to consider such costs Likewise regarding the
quanti^cationof^environmentalimpacts,howeverslight, difficult to measure,or irrelevan4
the Commission again notes that no party has undertaken suchahottomless and highly
speculative task. The Commission finds that the absence of record evidence supporting values
for this category of impacts conclusively shows the impracticability of establishing values f^^
such impacts but does not preclude the Commission from quantifying costs for which there is
reasonable record support.
Some parties argued that the statutory reference to^method of generation" requires the
Commission to establish values that apply to each generic method of generation,ie.for coal,
hydro electric, wind, natural gas, nuclear, etc The Commission finds that this would be an
unreasonable reading ofthe statute. The Commission finds it impracticable to establish
environmental values based strictly on the method of generation because the level of
environmental impact is not uniform from site to site for each method of generation. The level
of damage will vary greatly depending on the circumstances of plant For example, the
amount of pollutant emitted by FlantAmay be much less than that emitted by FlantBdespite
the fact that they use the same method of generation (eg coal) because FlantAhas superior,
cleaner burningequipment and usesasuperior (lower polluting) grade of fuel.
^preferable way to proceed was proposed by the Department:
f.

TheCommissionshouldnotdirectlyestablisharange ofenvironmental costs for each
generic method of generating electricity The Commission should instead quantify the
costs attributable to as many effects ofbyproducts of generation as practical. The
appropriate range ofcosts will then be assigned to any given generation addition, based
on its own unique effects, andBor by products. This is similar to the approach used in
the interim stage of this proceeding.

2.

The Commission should focus on the effects ofbyproducts that cause the most
significant costs. For example,modest noise pollution ataremote,nonrecreational
site probably imposesalower environmental cost tban ozone formation in large urban
areas or acidic deposition in popular lakes.

3.

The Commission should concentrate on the impacts that are easiest to quantify.

5

No study as comprehensive as demanded by these parties has come to the
Commission's attention during the extensive course of this proceeding.
12

4.

The Commission should
decisions over the resource planning horizon (15 years).

Based on d^ese criteria, d^e Conunission has chosen to concentrate on the most signi^canthy
products of generation (EPA'ssix criteria pollutants plus mercury and carhon dioxide)and has
quantised costs for them "to the extent practicable " The list of pollutants thus quantised is
reasonably comprehensive and consistent with the statutory mandate. See discussion of each of
these pollutants, below.
The Conunission acknowledges the relevance of evidence regarding costs of other pollutants in
asubsequent proceeding that addresses the merits ofaparticularcompany'sresource options
but does not view their quanti^cation essential at this time. The relative unimportance of the
comprehensiveness demanded bysomepartiesbecomes clear when we understand
D

the limited nature of what the statute requires the Commission to decide
in this Order (the quantisation stagehand
what it will be considering (in addition to the range of environmental
costs established in this Order) when it evaluates particular resource
options in future proceedings.

Adoptingarange of environmental costs for certain pollutants does not preclude the
submissionofquanti^edevidence(otherexternalfactors,including socioeconomic costs)on
those pollutants and any other pollutants for which costs have not been established in this
Order in future proceedings. Nor does it preclude the consideration of unquantified impacts on
aqualitative basis.
fn short, tins Order quantises environmental impacts "to the extent practicableB'asreqm^^
by the statute,and leaves to future dockets the job of developingarecord that focuses on the
specificenvironmentalcostrelated circumstances ofthe resource options proposed in those
dockets.
D.

Standard for fhe Burden ofP^oof

Minn Rules,Part 1400.7300,subp.estates the burden of proof to be used in admim^^
hearings as follows:
The party proposing that certain action be taken must prove the facts at issue by
thepreponderanceofthee^idence,unless the substantive law providesa
different burden or standard.
The MPCA argued that substantive law does establishadifferent standard The MPCA
asserted that in requiring the Conunission to establish environmental costs "to the extent

13

p^icab^B'theenviro^
place of the preponderance of the evidence standard.
The ALJ rejected the MPCA'sproposition and so does the Connnission. TheConnnission
finds that the legislature did not intend to override the rnleestahhshm^
evidence test in administrative proceedings.
As applied in these proceedings, then, parties proposing environmental cost values have the
hurden of showing, hy the preponderance of the evidence, that it is practicable to adopt the
proposed values. Parties opposed to the adoption of any particular proposed value must
counter the proposer'sevidencewithagreater weight of evidence demonstrating the
incorrectness of or impracticahility of adopting the proposed value.
E.

Principles Guiding ^nanf^eafion of Env^onmenfalCosf Values
L

The Damage Cosf Approach Pr^efe^ed

There are several methods for estimating environmental cost values including:
^

Damage costmethod,whichattempts to place an economic value on the net damage to
the environment created hy an energy resource

D

Willingness to-pay method, which measures the amount that society would he willing to
pay for reduced emissions.

^

Cost of controlmethod,whichusesthecostsofavoiding or reducing an environmental
effect at the source to estimate the value of the externality.

D

Mitigation cost method, which uses the costs of eliminating the harm or impact of an
externality. An example is planting trees to offset emissions of CC^.

D

Risk of regulation method,winch estimates future taxes or costs thatautility might
incur due to additional regulation.

The two methods used most of^en to establisharange of values for environmental costs are the
damage cost approach and the cost of control approach Between those two approaches, the
Commission^ndsthatthedamage costapproachissuperiorbecause it appropriately focuses
on actual damages from uncontrolled emissions. By contrast, the cost of control method does
not attempt to measure directly residual damages and instead estimates the cost of reducing an
emission at the source.
Despite the general theoretical shortcomings of th^
finds that this method may be reasonable in certain circumstances. In some instances, it may
be much easier or less expensive to estimate control costs than to estimate actual damages.
14

2.

Ranges Appropriately Ta^e into Con^d^a^onaC^ainLev^ of
Unavoidable Seienti^e Uncertainty

Qnantffieation of environment values necessarily involves
evidence fbat generally does not provide definitive answers. Tbe statute implem
requires tbe Conunission to establisbarange ofvalues Usingarange ofvalues appropriately
acl^owledges tbe uncertainty attending tbe quantffication of environmental costs. Usinga
range also permits tbe testing of resource plans for sensitivity to changes in environmental
values.
3.

Geographically Sensitive Vaines

It is not possible for the Con^ission to establish environmental values that apply perfectly^
every potential resource option. As noted previously,suchagoal is beyond what is required
in the quantification stage. The Commission does ^nd it possible and appropriate, however, to
adopt some re^ements in the quanti^cation process at this time to reflect the following factor:
proximity to population centers.
D

The amount of damage imposed by many pollutants depends largely on
site speci^cfactors, including the number of people likely impacted by
the emission.

^

In addition, the level of geographic sensitivity is not uniform for each
pollutant but varies Irom pollutant to pollutant.

Recognizing that environmental impacts will vary depending on the circumstances of the
particular resource option in question, the Conunission has adopted ranges of values for the
various pollutants and, in addition, has found it appropriate to adopt ranges that differ
depending on the location of the proposed generation site: urban, metropolitan fringe, and
rural. The Commission'sadopted values also reflect that the level of geographic sensitivity of
each emission is not uniform but varies from emission to emission.
No further pinpointing of emission levels or costs per unit of emissions is necessary or possible
at this time. In future proceedings, the parties addressing particular resource options will
establisharecordfortheCommission'sevaluation.
4.

General Focus on Damage Occurring in Minnesota

With the exception ofthe values adopted for C^,which causes damages globally rather than
regionally or locally, the Commission has quantified the costs of environmental damage
occurring in Minnesota. This is consistent with the approach recommended by the Department
and found reasonable by the Commission that the Commission focus on the effects of by^
products that cause the most signi^cant costs With respect to CC^, this means assessing
damage globally; for all other pollutants for which values are established in this Order, it
means quantifying the damage they cause in Minnesota.
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^

Damages in Mmnesota F ^ m ^ s t a ^

The genera proposition^emi^ionsgene^edmanothers^
inMinnesota appears indispntahle. Bntsinee the level and amounts of damages areahmetion of
distance, at some distance from the Minnesota horded generating plant emissions los
ability to damage the Minnesota environment.
With respect to all the pollutants quantised in this Order excepted, for which global^
areaddressedbelow,theOommission^ndsthattherecord supports ending in state damages
fromagenerating plant located up to 200 miles from the state border, but that it is not
practicable (on the current record) to establish values for damages caused by emissions
originating in plants beyond that point. Accordingly, the Conunission has set values for
emissions originating within the 200 mile band, as recon^ended by the Department and the
ALJ. Environmental cost values for emissions from generating sites located beyond the
200 mile band are deemed to be zeroB
The State of North Dakota argued that Minnesota'sexternalities statute cannot b^
extending toelectric generation facilities located beyond Minnesota'sboundaries because t^
so would violate the U.S. Constitution. The Natural Cas Utilities countered that failure to apply
the statute to outofstate generation would give that generationasigni^cant advantage over
Minnesota based generation during the resource planning process
TheCommissionnotesthatthe statute on its face does not differentiate between in state
generation and out-of-state generation and,as noted previously,the Commission is not ina
position to decide Constitutional claims. The Commission, therefore, has executed its mandate
under the statute to quantify all generation related damages occurring in Minnesota, reg
ofthe location ofthe generating site in question, to the extent that it is feasible to do so.
^

Relationship o f N A A ^ S to Externality Costs

Under sections 108 and 109 of the Federal Clean Air Act,theU.S.Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) is required to issue National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for the
criteriapollutants:sulhirdioxide(SO^,particulatematterlessthanl0micronsindiame^
(PM^),nitrogen oxides (NO^),ozones),carbon monoxide (CO),and lead (Pb). TheEPAis
supposed to set its standards with an adequate margin of safety to protect the public health.
^
Unlike ah the other po^utantsqu^
attributed to
is eaieniatedhyamethod that estimates the damaged
does to the glohe,rather than to Minnesota in partieuiar. Nevertheless,in order to t r e a t e d
emissions similarly with the other p o i ^
originate witlnn 200 miles of the Minnesota border, the Connnission will t^^
the same way, i.e. as having no environmental eosts if they originate more than 200 miles from
the Minnesota border. Todo otherwise would overly eomplieate an already highly complex
analytical process
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Some paries argued that there can
do not cause amhtent air concentrations to exceed the NAAQS. However,the EPAhas not heen
ahie to keep the NAAQS updated. They do not reject the latest scientffic knowledge. Eased on
the record estahlished in this matter, it is c l e a r s
at no cost levels. The Commission ^nds the Minnesota specffic state of the art damage cost
study sponsored hyNSE,the Triangle Economic Research (TER) Study,more dependably
reflects environmental costs in Minnesota.
6.

Dependah^tyoffheTERSfudy^asMod^ed

NSP suhmittedastate of the art damage study hy Triangle Economic Research (TER)
Dr William Desvousges, the lead author of the TER Study, is an expert in valuing na^^
resources and preparation of damage cost studies fn order to capture the relevant effects and
themagnitudeandlocationofpotentialdamages,theTERStudyexaminedtheeffects ofthe six
criteria pollutants in Minnesota^ and developed environmental costs for tlu^eeplanni^^
arural scenario,ametropolitanfringe scenario,and an urban scenario.
TheTERStudymodeledemissionsforoversixty resources in each scenario and determined
estimated damages at the zip code level (6f8 zip codes) for each hour of the year (8,700 hours)
Atotal of 32.5 million concentrations were estimated for each scenario.
The TER Study examined tlu^ee main categories of potential effects: human health effects in the
form of morbidity and mortality risks, agricultural effects in the form of reduce
and material damages in the form of stone and metal corrosion and surface soiling.
The TER Study reviewed over four hundred studies related to health, materials, soiling and
agriculture.
TheDepartment'sexpertwitnessDr Mark Thayer reviewed the TER Study and determined that
the results of the study are consistent with the results and general trends found in recent research
using the damage cost methodology to estimate the environmental costs of air emissions.
Dr.Thayer'scritique also included several recommendations that were adopted by
Dr.Desvousges and incorporated intoTER'sfinal recommendations. Eor example,
Dr.Desvousges and Dr.Thayer agreed that the effects of secondary particulates should be
assigned to the original emissions,and SO^ Using Dr.Thayer'scalculations,
Dr Desvousges adjusted his
values upward to account for the effects of nitrates
Dr Desvousges also agreed with Dr Thayer that TER'soriginal calculations for PM^
underestimated soiling and visibility damages and revised his PM^ values upward consistent
withDr.Thayer'sconclusions.
In short, the Conunission ^nds that the TER Study providesasound basis for adopting the
environmental cost values for the six pollutants addressed in that study,as modifiedinresponse
7

The TER Study is the only study presented in this proceeding that focused on
effects in Minnesota and, therefore, is the primary source of information in this record
regarding effects specific to Minnesota.
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toD^Thayer^commen^ The existence of suchaquahtyMi^
"praetieahie" to estahhshsneh values.
F.

Qnanf^eafion of the Cost of Specie P^nfanfs

Several parties reeonunended establish
for the criteria pollutants: sulfur dioxide (SO^; particulate rua^^
nitrogen oxides ( N O ^ o z o n e ^ ^ c a r h o n monoxide (CO) and lead (Ph). These were chosen
hecause they have heen the major focus of air quality regulations and they are factors for which
significant amounts of information exist. TheTERStudy also indicated that previous studies
have shown that these pollutants account for the majority ofpotential environmental damages.
In addition to the criteria pollutants, various parties recon^ended values for other emis^^
which are considered to ha^e environmental effects: carhon dioxide (CO^), volatile organic
compounds (VOCs), mercury, and methane. This section addresses each of the pollutants for
which values were proposed and explains why, with respect to each, the Commission did or did
not quantifyarange of environmental cost values.
L

Sulfnr^oxlde(SO^
a.

Harm Associated

Through chemical reactions, emissions of SO^ result in acid deposition. SO^ may also contribute
to particulate matter though the formation of sulfates, resulting in the exacerhat^^
respiratory and cardiovascular problems, decreased visibility, the corrosion of structures^
the acidification of waterways.
b^

SO^Valnes Proposed

NSP stated that theTER Study showed midpoint damages from sulfur dioxide (SO^) emissions to
be ^21 (1993^) per ton for resources in rural locations, ^54 per ton for resources in
metropolitan fringe locations, and ^126 per ton for resources in urban locations. NSP proposed
ranges between zero and ^21, ^54, and ^126 for the tlu^ee scenarios (rural, fringe, an^
respectively. MP supported adopting those values
Using the endpoints of the ranges developed in the TER Study, EC, the MPCA, and the RUD
OAC proposed the following values for SO^:
Urban
Eringe
Rural

106 178
43 104
9 24

MP,NSP,the Department and the RUDOAC argued that beginning in the year 2000,a
nationwide cap on emissions of SO^ together with an allowance trading program mandated by the
Clean Air Act Amendments will reduce the amount of net new emissions to zero. With the cap
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and trading program in place, any increase from a new source will require a corresponding
reduction from another existing source, yielding no net new emissions of SO,. Under these
conditions, S0 related damages will be internalized and no values should apply for S02 after
2000.
2

EC and the MPCA argued that the record does not support a finding that the sulfur dioxide
emission cap will end damage to human health and the environment from that pollutant.
c.

The ALJ's Recommendation

The ALJ recommended that the range of environmental costs proposed by the RUD-OAG, EC,
and the MPCA should be applied to those resources not currently included in the emission
allowance trading program until the year 2000, but that no dollar value should be applied to S0
after that date.
d.

2

The Commission's Decision Regarding SO2
8

The Commission will adopt the ALJ's recommended ranges, updated to 1995 dollars. The
ALJ's ranges are the ranges proposed by the TER Study, EC, MPCA, and the RUD-OAG. The
Conunission finds that these ranges are reasonable, well supported in the record, and preferable
to those proposed by MP and NSP. Theoretically, there is a ninety percent chance that the true
externality value for a given pollutant lies in the indicated range adopted by the Commission. In
contrast, there is only a fifty percent chance that the range proposed by NSP and supported by
MP includes the true value of a given pollutant. The companies' proposed range suffers from
other infirmities as well:
•

For the high end of each of their proposed ranges, the companies chose the median figure
from among the thousands of estimated damage points generated by the TER model for
the scenario/pollutant in question. The median is not a reasonable figure to serve as the
high end of the range because mathematically speaking it is just as likely that the actual
damage experienced will exceed the median than it is that the damage will be lower than
the median. The Companies gave no reasonable explanation for ignoring the higher half
of the damage points calculated by the TER Study.
9

8

All of the ranges in the TER Study and recommended by the ALJ are stated in
terms of 1993 dollars. In this Order, the values adopted by the Commission and listed in the
Ordering Paragraphs are stated in terms of 1995 dollar figures.
9

As previously noted, for each scenario/pollutant combination (e.g. rural/SOJ
the TER Study generated thousands of estimated damage "points," one for every hour of the
year. The median figure for those points is the point at which there is an equal number of
estimated damage points higher and lower.
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D

Likewise it is unreasonable to
tbe companies. Todosonn^nstifiabiy ignores tbe endings of tbeTLR Study witb
respect to tbe lower end of tbe range. Reasons given by tbe companies for introducing
zero as tbe bottom of tbe range are unpersuasive: f)tbat tbe Commission needs tbe zero
^gure tbere to give it tbe flexibility (discretion) to impose no values if to do so would be
unfairly drive tbe regulated company'sratesbigber relative to lessregulated energy
suppliers and 2) tbat establisbing environmental values is sucb an uncertain undertaking
tbat zero must be available. No sucb step is needed at tbis point to give tbe Commission
tbe discretion to applya"zero option" wben it examinesaresource planning petition.
Tbe Commission already bas discretion under tbe statute to effectively discount
environmentalvalues(assigningtbemazerovalue) if, in ligbt of otber external factors,
including socioeconomic considerations, tbe Commission finds it appropriate to do so.
As to tbe uncertainty argument, tbe Con^ission is aware of tbe scientific difficulties
involved in establishing environmental values,but is convinced tbat tbeTLR Study
providesasoundbasisforestablisbingtberanges adopted in bis Order. No additional
downshifting of tbeTER ranges,"just in case,"is appropriate.

Regarding post-2000 issue, the Commission ^nds that SO^ damages will be internalized after
2000 and, therefore, applying externality costs would be unwarranted.
2.

Nitrogen Oxides (NO^)
a.

Harm Associated

Nitrogen oxides contribute to the formation ofozone,acid deposition and the creation o f P ^
The health eflects on adults of ozone exposure are increased lung irritation and lower resistance
to respiratory infections.
b.

NO^VaiuesRroposed

NSP and MP proposed the following ranges ofNO^ environmental values for the rural^ fringe,
and urban scenarios:^ 6f,^0 f90,and ^0 7f8,respectively The companies'high end
figures again represent the median of theTER damage calculations.
EC,theMPCA, and the RUD OAC proposed the following ranges, as reconunended by the
TER Study. TheTER Study found the formation of ozone (C^) to be more closely associated
with NO^ than with volatile organic compounds (VOCs), and therefore included the ozone
externalities values with the NO^ values and did not value ozone separately.
Rural
Eringe
Urban

^ 17 96
^132 251
^350 922

TheDepartmentproposedaslightlyhighersetofranges:rural
^18102; fringe ^140 266;
andurban ^371 978 The di^erence between the Department and the TER Study figures is
due to the fact that the Department'sfigures are stated in 1995 dollars
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The MPCA g e n e r a s u p ^
the rural scenario was too low h ^
depletion due to
emissions.
e.

The ALJ's Reeonnnenda^on

The ALJ reeonunended the ranges for nitrogen oxides (NO^) found In theTER Study and
reeonunended hy EC,the RUDOAC, the Department (updated to f995 dollars)^
with respect to the rural scenario as discussed ahove) the MPCA.
d^

The Cnmmission'sDee^nn Regarding

The Commission ^nds that the ranges recommended in theTER Study are reasonable and
soundly supported in the record of this proceeding, fn Ordering Paragraph f,the Commission
updates those figures and states them in terms of f995 dollars.
The Conunission rejects the companies'proposed ranges for the reasons stated with respect to
theirrecon^endations regarding S O ^ f ) the median of the TER damage calculations^
inappropriate high point for the NO^ damage range and 2) zero is too low for the low end, as
discussed previously.
TheMPCA'sproposedadjustmenttotherural scenario was also not accepted The MPCA did
not perform ozone modeling to calculate its proposed values and did not hase its damage
estimates on Minnesota speci^c agricultural data Ey contrast, Mr. Eallantine, the modeler
whose ozone data was used in theTER study,relied on cropspecifrcdoseresponse functions,
used county level ozone and agriculture data, and employed state ofthe art valuation tecluuques.
Mr. Eallantine explained that any decrease in ozone indicated in the rural scenario is likely du^
to statistical "noiseB'i.e. concentrations indistinguishahle from zero in the statist^^
Consequently,the TER ozone model did not showalowering of ozone concentrations when
power plant emissions are present.
^

Carhon Monoxide (CO)
a.

Harm Associated

CO inhibits the hlood'sahility to carry oxygen.
b.

CO Values Proposed

The EC, MPCA, and the RUD OAO recommended the following ranges, based on the TER
Study:
Rural
Eringe
Urban

^ 20
39
^ 72 126
^ 1 0 0 214

The Department proposed ranges reflecting the same ^gures, but stated in terms of 1995 d o l ^
MP and NSP proposed that the Conunission quantify no externality values for carbon monoxide
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becaus^mtheir view,the smahdam^
admimstrative burden asso^
e.

The ALJ's Reeommenda^nn

The ALJ reeonunended the ranges in theTER Study.
d.

The Commission's Deeision Regarding CO

The Commission wih adopt the ranges from the TER Study and recommended hy the ALJ,
updated to 1995 dohars using the updating methodology used hy the Department. The
Conunission finds that although the costs of CO are smah, the record demonstrates that it is
practicable to quantify them as required hy the statute and the Commission has done so. The
administrative burden referenced by the companies is minimal.
4.

Rarfieuiafe Matter Smaller Thanl^Mierons^M^
a.

Harm Associated

Particulate emissions smaller than lOmicrons can: (l)exacerbate existing respiratory pr^^
(^cause respiratory illness and damage lungs;(3)reduce the body'sdefenses against f o r e ^
material;^cause cancer; (5) impair visibility; and^damage materials.
b.

RM^Valnes Proposed

EC, the MPCA, and the RUD OAC proposed PM^ values based on the TER Study The
Department proposed the same values, updated to 1995 dollars. The values from the TER Study
are as follows:
Rural
Eringe
Urban

^ 530
806
^1,873 2,720
^4,206 6,054

NSP and MP proposed ranges with zero dollars at the low end and the median of the TER
studydamageestimatesforPM^atthehighend: rural ^0 668; ^inge^0 2,295;and urban
^0 5,128
OTP asserted that the Conunission cannot establish environmental cost values for any of the
criteria pollutants, including PM^,b^
pollutants are far below the levels that the EPAhas designated as posingapotential health
hazard The Commission has considered and rejected that argument, as explained previously in
this Order.
OTP also objected that Dr.Desvousges was unqualified to interpret the epidemiological stud^^^
that he relied on to conclude that PM^ is contributing to elevated mortality rates. OTP also
asserted that Dr.Thayer lacked the background and personal knowledge needed to support his
allegations about the health effects ofPM^.
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c

The ALJ's Recommendation

The ALJ reeonnnended^e ranges
previously stated, the same values were the hasis for d^e 1995 dollar ranges
Department.
d.

As

The Commission's Decision Regarding

The Connnission finds that it is practicable to quanta environmental values for RM^
theTLRStudyandhasdoneso The ranges recommended hyNSR and MP are improper, as
discussed previously. The zero figure improperly inserts into the quantification phase
considerations relevant only to the application phase and choice of the median as the high point
improperly disregards the environmental damage estimated in excess of that point.
TheConunission^ndsthatOTP'schallengestothereliahility of the testimony of
Drs. Desvouges and Thayer are without merit. The record clearly indicates that these witnesses
are experts in valuing natural resources and have extensive experience in assigning values to the
environmental costs of electric power generation. These experts are clearly ahle to draw upon
the studies they cite. OTP submitted no critique of the studies cited.
^

Lead(Pb)
a.

Harm Associated

Lead affects the physiological processes and damages organs, ft can be inhaled and ingested
from contaminated food and water
b.

Ph Values Proposed

LC, the MPCA, and the RUD OAC proposed lead (Pb) values based on the TER Study. The
Department proposed the same values,updated to 1995 dollars. TheTERStudy ranges areas
follows:
Rural
Eringe
Urban

^ 379 422
^1,557 1,881
^2,951 3,653

NSP and MP recommended that the Commission adopt no values for lead. The companies
argued that the total damages associated with lead emissions were extremely small and that the
administrative burden of applying values for lead outweigh any benefit gained in improved
decision quality.
CD

The ALJ's Recommendation

The ALJ recommended that the Conunission adopt theTER Study values.
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d.

The comm^on^Dedsmn Regarding Pb

The Connm^ionaeeep^ the lead values found in theTER S ^
The
TER Study and aeeompanylng testimony provldesareeord that made It ^
sueh values and the Commission has done so. Contrary to the assertions hy NSP and MR whieh
seek to minimize the impact of lead emissions, the Commission finds that lead emissions are
signi^eant, relevant, and should he valued in this proceeding. The record shows that lead
damages are second only to PM^onaper ton hasis and theTwin Cities metropolitan area
exceeds the NAAQS for lead. The administrative burden required hy the companies is minimal.
6.

Vniafiie Organic Compounds (VOCs) and O z o n e s )

Volatile organic compounds (VOCs)contribute to ozones) formation and ozonerelated
damages. The Commission ^nds that VOCs are appropriately reflected asacomponent of
ozone Eurther, as noted previouslyinthe discussion ofNO^,ozone damage has been reflected
in the damage values adopted for NO^. Accordingly, no separate values need be established for
either VOCs or ozone.
^

Carhon Dioxide (CO^
a.

Harm Associated

The basic theory underlying global warning is that
heat that would have otherwise radiated into space within the earth'satmosphere. This heat
trapping action keeps the earth'ssurface about 33 degrees Celsius warmer than it would be i f ^
natural greenhouse effect were not present. Concerns over global warming, or the enhanced
greenhouse effect attributable to human activities, arise because the amount ofcarbon dioxide in
Earth'satmospherehasalreadyrisenfromitspreindustriallevelofabout275 to
parts per
million (ppm) to over 350 ppm,with the majority of tins increase occurring since 1950.
In 1988, the United Nations Environment Program and the World Meteorological Orgam^
created the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) to evaluate the environmental
impacts associated with anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gasses such as CO^B
1

IPCC reports are the most authoritative sources available for information on climate change
issues. Before publication, IPCC research reports are developed by technical committees
composedofexpertstlu^oughoutthe international scientific community and are subject toa
rigorous multi level peer review process According to the IPCC, doubling CO^ concentrations

^
C0 is one oftheseve^ masses ^owna^
the effect of warming the earth. Energy emitted from the snnpasses throngh the atmosphere,
is ahsorhedhy the earth, and then is radiated from the earth'ssnrfaee When the radiated
energy, instead of radiating direetiy into space, is ahsorhed and re emitted towards the ea^
greenhouse gasses, the surface and iower atmosphere of the pianet are warmed.
2

^

Anthropogenic emissions are those generated hy human activity.
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in the atmosphere would lead to an increase in global average temperature that is likely to lie in
the range of 1.5 to 4.5 degrees Celsius, which is 2.7 to 8.1 degrees Fahrenheit.
12

According to the IPCC, climate change in the predicted range could involve a number of
potentially catastrophic impacts, including a rise in sea level, heightened climatic variability, and
changes in vegetation. Current limitations on the general circulation models (GCMs) relied
upon by the IPCC make it difficult to draw definitive conclusions about shifts in the distribution
of precipitation, agricultural output, and frequency and severity of extreme weather events for
any specific location or even a given region. While some studies predict agricultural benefits to
Minnesota from warming of the climate, others show the grain belts of the Northern hemisphere
shifting north by hundreds of kilometers and significant die-back of the spruce/pine/fir forests
found in parts of northern Minnesota.
b.

C0 Values Proposed
2

EC initially proposed a value of $25 per ton for CO,, based on the testimony of
Dr. Stephen Bernow, who used an emissions target or environmental target approach. In its
exceptions to the ALJ's Report, EC indicated that it could accept the following range: $2.92 to
$14.29 per ton.
The MPCA originally proposed a range of $4.28 to $28.57 per ton for CQ emissions, based on
the testimony of Peter Ciborowski who used a damage cost methodology. In its Exceptions to
the ALJ's Report, the MPCA revised its proposal, recommending a range of $2.14 to $14.29
per ton.
The RUD-OAG did not provide any testimony, but proposed a range of costs for CO, emissions
of $1.00 to $11.00 per ton, based on information in the record.
The Department initially proposed values based on testimony that was subsequently removed
from the record. Thereafter, the Department recommended that the Commission order
additional proceedings to allow the setting of environmental cost values for CO, based on a risk
of future regulation approach.
Other parties have proposed that no value be set for CO, emissions on the basis that it is not
practicable to do so because existing data is insufficient or umeliable.
c.

The ALJ's Recommendation

The ALJ recommended a range of costs for CQ, emissions of $0.28 to $2.92, based on
Ciborowski's lower damage function (1 percent of global GDP) discounted at rates of 5 percent
(lower end $0.28) to 3 percent (higher end $2.92).

12

Based on past emission trends, equivalent C0 concentrations are expected to double
from preindustrial levels before 2030 and to quadruple before 2100.
2
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d.

TheComm^on^De^onRegardmgC0

2

TheCommi^ionw^ad^^range^onunended^
^^io^m^^m^andu^nB TheComm^ion^s^^ALJ^ca^^^
reined and firmly b ^ d m ^ ^ o ^ See AL^Repor4 Findings 102 f f ^ The
Conunission will update die estimates to 1995 dollars,nsing sesame me
other types of emissions.
3

Several parties argued that it was impraetieahle to quantify any values for C ^
data is insufficient or unreliahle They argued that the Commission should desist from
estahlishing values for this pollutant until clearer inf^ormation is availah^ The Commission
recognizes that there isalevel of uncertainty associated with the estimates provided from the
scientific community. However, the available data does provideasufficiently reliable hasisfor
estimating environmental damage now.
Parties h^rther objected that it would be "impracticable" for Minnesota to adopted
because C0 (and any associated global warming) could not be addressed with any appreciable
impact by Minnesota alone. It is true that CC^ emissions in Minnesota (approximately 33
million tons per year) constitutes approximately 0.1 percent ofglobal CC^ emissions
(approximately 60 billion tons per year). The objectors'argument, however, does not really
challenge the practicability (feasibility) of setting C0 values, but ^
of doing so in view of what they view as the inconsequential impact of such an effort. Their
argument that nothing should be done because nothing "significant" (in the eyes of the
objectors)can be done isapolitical argument not appropriately before the Commission. The
legislature has made the appropriate political decision that the Commission should value C ^ t ^
the extent that this is feasible and, after rejecting some proposed ranges for C^, the
Commission has done so ^
2

2

Rejected Ranges
FC'sproposed range ($292 to $1429 per ton) is based on discounts of3andlpercent,
respectively. As indicated below,the Commission finds thata3percent discount is supported in
the record, but for the high end of the range, rather than the low end as proposed by FC and the
Ipercent discount (which produces FC'shigh end recommendation of $1429) is not
RegardingtheRUDOAC'sproposed$l $11 range,the Commission finds that support in the
record for either endpoint is too weak to be accepted TheRUDOACdidnotsponsorawitness
advocating any range.
13

The damage caused by C^emiss^
Itis not
geographieahy sensitive as discussed previously wid^ respect
pollutants. There is no quantifiable diminution of effect the f a ^ ^
from population centers Hence, one range is appropriate for all three scenarios: rural, fringe,
and urban.
^
As indicated previously,the overall wisdom of choosingaparticular set of
resource options will be evaluated in resource plan and certificate of need proceedings.
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Fm^y, despite approve
Commission has also rejected
foiiowmg section.
The Acceptable Range
The environmental vaines for C0 quantised in this Order fohow MPCA ^
general methodology Pirst^ Cihorowski estimated Inng-term glohal cnstshased on the existing
economic literature and discounted them to current values. Then, he divided that amount hy the
amount oflongtermCO^ emissions to arrive at an average cost per ton Ciborowski essentially
converted published damage estimates made by economists from percentages of gross domestic
product (CDP) into costs per ton of CO^
2

Two factors account for the difference between the MPCA'srecommended values and those
adopted by the Commissioml)the estimate of damage and^the discount rate used to reduce
the stream of estimated damages to present value.
Estimate of Glohal Damage Ciborowski provided two damage ^gures:a"lower
damage function^equaltolpercent of global CDPanda^higher damage function"
equal to^percent of global CDP. The MPCA used the higher function (2 percent) in
calculating its proposed values. The Commission finds that the assumption that damages
can be estimated at^percent of global CDP is factually unsupported by the record and is
highly speculative given the available evidence. Ry contrast, the Commission finds that
Ciborowski's "lower damage function" (1 percent) is well supported in the record,
including the studies ofNordhaus and Prankhauser. The CC^values adopted in this
Order, therefore, are calculated usingalpercent damage function.
DlsconntRate Onceadamage stream has been estimated,it is necessary to select an
appropriate discount factor to adjust the damage stream ^gures downward to present
value Ciborowski calculated the damage estimates using discount rates ofl,2,3,and5
percent. He proposedadiscount rate of approximately!.5 percent based onastudy
performed by Cline.
Although Cline maintained that low discount rates are appropriate when discounting
across generations, the Comn^ssion agrees with the ALJ that there is insufficient support
for that position in the record. The weight of authority in the record supportsarange of
at leasts ^percent for reducing future environmental damages to present valued
Therefore,the range of CO^values adopted in this Order are calculated using^percent
to calculate the high end figure and^percent to calculate the low end ^gure.

15

The New York State Environmental Cost Study valuing environmental
externalities used a 3 percent rate. The DICE model uses a 6 percent discount rate, declining
to about 3 percent as growth slows. The Lind model recommends a 4.6 percent discount rate.
Nordhaus contends that rates of 4 - 6 percent are appropriate. The Academy of Sciences used
discount rates of 3, 6, and 10 percent without recommending any single rate as being most
appropriate.
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^

Methane
a.

HarmAssneiated

Methane isagreenhonsegaswithalOO year glohal waging p ^
ofC^
h.

Methane Values Prnpnsed

The only party to propose an environmental eost range for methane was EC:^
eD

The ALJ's Reenmmendatmn

The ALJ reeon^ended that the Commission establish no range of values for metha^^^
d.

The Commission's Deeismn Regarding Methane

Noting that methane's 100 year glohal warming potential Is 22 times greater t^^
EC argued that It would he reasonable to calculate the range for methane hymnltlplym^
range for C0 by 22. The Commission Is unwilling to setarange for methane based on sucha
formula In the absence of more direct evidence that methane causes this range of damage, the
Commission finds that such an arltlunetic approach unreasonably Increases the Imp^^^
mlscalculatlonmtheC0 range. Inshort, there is Insufficient evldencelnthe record to support
an environmental cost for methane.
2

2

^

Mercury (Hg)
a.

Harm Associated

Mercury isaneurotoxin that effects the functioning of the central nervous system. No
l^owledgeable witness either denied or disputed that mercury causes damage to the environment
or has consequences that people care about.
Approximately three fourths of the mercury deposited in Minnesota can be ascribed to human
generated sources Coal ^red plants are estimated to be the source of one sixth to one fourth of
the anthropogenic mercury emissions in the state. Withtheeffectsofthe 1991 federal ban on
mercury in paints and fungicides, coal burning has become the leading source of mercury
emissions to the air in Minnesota.
h.

Mercury Values Proposed

While proposing different values earlier in the proceeding, EC, the MPCA, and the RUD^O^
ultimately proposedarangeof$l,429 to $4,359 for each scenario All the other parties
opposed establishing values for mercury or were silent on the issue.
^
The range cited is IromEC'sExceptions to the ALJ'sReport. Prior to that,
EC'sproposal was to value methane at $550 per ton.
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c

TheALJ^Recommendatmn

The ALJ reconunended^theCommi^ion defer
mereury until heUermform^ionheeomesavai^^ The ALJ further reeonunended that, until it
has adoptedanumerieal value, the Conn
to the Lnvironmental Externalities Statute how they considered mercury
d.

The Cnmm^nn'sDee^on Regarding Mercury

The Conunission finds that the record does not support the praotieahility of ^
for mercury, fn light of the concern ahout mercury estahlished in the record, however, the
Commission will require utilities to explain in their filings subject to the s t a ^
emissions were considered in evaluating the resource options identified in the filing. The
Commission'sdecision is based on the following analysis
While mercury isapollutant of concern, there are signi^cant omissions and uncertainties in
record data regarding the effect ofmercury emissions from electrical generators:
^

Current models do not exist to account for the complexity of the atmospheric
chemistry of mercury and its deposition.

D

The record contains insufficient data regarding the amount and form of mercury
emissions from coal combustion. The form of mercury emitted not only
determines how much of the mercury may be removed, but it also determines the
fate, health effects and risk assessment of the mercury emissions

D

Athird area of omissions and uncertaintyindata is the amount and form of
mercury emissions from natural as compared to anthropogenic sources.
Also missing are data and models to estimate accurately the effect of changes in
mercury concentration on fish.

In addition to the forementioned uncertainties arising from the behavior of mercury in the
environment, there are major uncertainties about valuation No model has been developed to
quantitatively link mercury based fishing advisories to recreation choices. The record contains
anecdotal suggestions of the link, but there is no quantitative evidence of the amount of
recreational activity deterred by the advisories. Likewise, no data has been developed that
allows monetizationofhealth damages from mercury emissions.
The Commission notes that the TER Study concluded that the absence of adequate data and
models and the resulting level of uncertainty make it impossible to quantify the potential
damages from mercury emissions. Having reviewed the record, the Commission finds that the
mercury values proposed by the EC, MECA, and the RUD OAG are not sufficiently reliable fo^
planning purposes.
EC^ EC initially proposed to value mercury at $50 million per ton^$25,000 per pound based on
an asserted but not proven relationship between the losses estimated to be experienced by the
Alaska salmon industry due to the Exxon Valdez oil spill and damage predicted to be
29

experienced bytheMmneso^
record contains no evidence d ^ t t ^
Minnesota'srecreationai ashing industry reuniting from mercnrycontam^^

The

EC's ^nai position, expressed in its exceptions to the Af^'sReport, is that the C o n ^
should adopt the MECA'svahies as r e v ^
values and estahhsha^nai environmental cost value for mercury within two years of the fina
Order in this docket.
MPCA: The MECA initially proposedarange of $4,359 to $9,78fhasedonahene^
analysis that estimated mercury damages hased on mercury'sposition on the air toxics index vis
avis other pollutants whose damages have heenestahlishedintheTER Study,such as SC^,
NO^andPM^. However, hased on the current state of scientific knowledge reflected in this
record,the Commissioncannotconclude that it is reasonable to rely on the technique ofhenefit
transfer (using the air toxics index and its underlying fugacity model) with respect to mercury
duetomercury'sl^ownuniqueproperties,speci^cally its ability to cycle through the
environment, taking on different chemical forms at different times.
As its ^nal position, expressed in its exceptions to the AEJ'sReport, the MPCA accepted the
RUDOAO'sdownward adjustment of the MPCA's mercury values ($1,429 to
urged the Commission to adopt them onatemporary basis.
RUD^OAG^TheRUDOACproposedarange based onarecalculationofMPCA'srange for
mercury The RUDOAC used MPCA witness McCarron'smethod but eliminated the PM^
related values that Mr.McCarron had used in calculating MPCA'sinitially proposed range.
The PUDOAC'sresulting range was $1,429 to $4,359 This was the range ultimately
supported by EC and the MPCA
The RUDOAC acknowledged that there wasalevel of uncertainty associated with its proposed
range but urged the Commission to adopt it nevertheless and simply factor in the uncertainty as
the Commission exercised its discretion in applying the values in future resource selection
proceedings.
The Commission recognizes that there are varying levels or depths of uncertainty,acontinuum
of uncertainty involvedinthe science underlying the valuation of externalities At some levels
ofuncertainty it is still practicable (feasible) to quantify environmental values. The Commission
found such levels of uncertainty (reasonable uncertainty) in connection with the pollutants for
which it has established values in this Order,egSC^ and C0 However, there is alsoapoint
on the uncertainty continuum where it becomes infeasible to quantify environmental costs even
though the Commission is convinced that such costs exists
2

In considering the record with respect to mercury, the Commission ^nds that the level of
reasonable uncertainty has been exceeded,primarily due to the unreliability ofMPCA'sattempt

17

Similarly, not all fogs are of the same thickness: in some fog, it is still possible
to land an airplane without instrumentation while in thicker fog, this task becomes impossible
despite the certainty that both land and airplane exist.
30

to extrapo^e mercury damagesin
these circumstanced the Commission is unable to ^
emitted from electric generating plants and wih not do so.

In

The MPCA has argued the urgency of the situation, urging the Con^ission to quan^
on the hasis of this record The MPCA warned that failure to take environmental cost into
planning considerations today will lead to expensive, sometimes irreversible, environm^^^
losses in the future. The MPCA predicted that placing mercury emission costs at zero will
result in relatively high mitigation or cleanup costs in the future.
However enticing the MPCA'scalls to immediate action may be,they do not add information
that makes it any more practicable to quantify damages on the basis of this record nor do they
alterthelegislature'sdirectivethattheCommissionis to quanta values only if ( t o ^
is feasible (practicable)to do so.
18

Moreover, the absence ofabasis in the record of this proceeding for quantifying values fcr
mercury does not mean that mercury'seffect upon the environment will be ignored when
resource options are evaluated fn this Order, the Commission has clarified that utilities will be
required to explain in all clings subject to the Environmental Externalities Statute how m^^^
emissions were considered in the resource options identified in the filing. In addition,
mercury'simpact on the environment will be considered onaqualitative basis in such
proceedings
Einally, when better information on the valuation of mercury (or any other major pollutant)
becomes available, any party believing that such information warrants quantifying and
establishingarange of values for mercury may petition the Commission to initiateanew
proceeding to do so.
G.

MiseellanennsC^rifieafmns
L

Issues Related to Cogeneration Faellltles

The Natural Cas Utilities requested that the Commission determine how the valu^^
to cogeneration facilities in future proceedings. The Natural Gas Utilities recommended that the
environmental costs ofcogenerated electricity be determined based on the additional emissions
solely produced asaresult of generating electricity,and that none of the environmental costs
related to producing useful thermal energy should be allocated to the electric g e n e r a l
The Conunission ^nds that this isaresource planning process issue that should be considered in
the Commission'srulemaking for the resource planning process,Docket N o . E 9 9 ^ R ^
18

Due to the statute's "practicability" standard, the ALJ's suggestion (but not
recommendation) that the Commission could adopt the RUD-OAG s mercury range to "send a
message" to the utilities about the seriousness of mercury pollution cannot be accepted. The
Commission trusts, however, that such a message is carried by the discussion of mercury in
the text of this Order and the directive in Ordering Paragraph 3 that utilities address the
mercury problem in their resource option filings.
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2.

Order of Dispatch

The Ccmmissicn clarifies^
regarding d^e dispatch c f e l e e ^
^

Revisiting the Values

The Department reecn^endedd^at die ranges cf the vaines set in this proceeding he npd
pericdicahy with the Ccnnnissicncpeninganew proceeding ahcnt two years after
Final Order in this proceeding
Some parties objected to the Department'srecon^endationBpreferring that the values
estahlished in this proceeding he retained until the Conunission determines that
information of sufficient importance to justifyanew proceeding
The Department indicated that it does not object to reasonable alternatives toamandatory
hearing after two years. However, the Department added thatapotential disadvantage to
waiting until another proceeding is necessary is that it encourages the natural inclination to
continually postpone future hearings, even if signi^cantly better information is a v a i ^
Therefore, the Department suggested that the adopted values be revisited no later than fou^
after this proceeding is concluded
The Commission ^nds that it is not necessary to setaspecffic date for revisiting the values set in
this Order. The Commission will, ofcourse, entertain motions to do so based on new evidence
and may initiate such proceedings in response to such motions or on their own motion, as
appropriate.
4.

Mercury Advisory Committee

The MFCA requested that the Commission assignaCommission staff member to head an
advisory group to inform the Conunission of developments in the mercury research cited by the
ALJ and other research that may also be useful in further assessing mercury emissions.
fn light of the fact that the MFCA already hasamercury task force in place,it appears that
formationofaCommissiontaskforceonthe same subject would be duplicative Oiventhe
concern and interest in mercury demonstrated by various parties in this proceeding, it is unlikely
that development of the mercury issue would appreciably benefit from direct Conunission staff
participation between proceedings. As indicated previously in this Order, the Commission
believes its Order adequately emphasizes the importance it attaches to the mercury issue and will
count on the parties to bring the issue forward again when scientific developments justify further
consideration of this issue, consistent with statute's "practicability"standard
^

Request for Filing of Specific Mercury Information

The MFCA requested that the Con^ission require utilities to include the following i^^
their resource planning submissions:
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D

total annual mercury emiss^
expressed In kilograms and

^

mercury emission rates for each feasible alternative, expressed as
micrograms per kilowatt bour, including tbe effects on those rates of
control equipment, installed voluntarily or required by permit or
regulation.

Tbe Commission declines to impose these specific ^ling requirements. The Commission
realizes that various parties may wish to develop their critique of the utilities'plan^
different kinds of information and will leave this to be developed by the parties in ^
for Information to the utilities. Tohighlightthe importance of the mercury issue generally,
however,theCon^issionhasimposedamoregeneralrequirement,i.e
that the utilities exp^^^^
in their clings how mercury emissions were considered in their evaluation of resource options
ORDER
1.

The Commission hereby quantifies and establishes environmental values, stated in terms
of 1995 dollars, as follows:
Urban

Metropolitan
Fringe

Rural

Within 200
Miles of
Minnesota

SO,

$/ton

112 - 189

46- 110

10-25

10-25

PM

$/ton

4,462 - 6,423

1,987 -2,886

562 - 855

562 - 885

CO

$/ton

1.06-2.27

0.76-1.34

0.21-0.41

0.21 -0.41

NOx

$/ton

371 - 978

140 - 266

18 - 102

18 - 102

Pb

S/ton 3,131 -3,875

1,652 - 1995

402 - 448

402 - 448

$/ton

.30-3.10

.30 - 3.10

.30 - 3.10

C0

2.

10

2

.30-3.10

Utilities shall use the values adopted in this Order in resource selection proceedings by
providing estimates of cost of resource options at the following three levels:
(1) the direct cost of resources without regard to environmental
externalities,
(2) the direct cost plus the minimum values in the ranges specified
in this proceeding, and
(3) the direct cost plus the maximum values in the ranges specified
in this proceeding.
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3.

In their filings subject to the Environmental Externalities Statute, utilities shall explain
how mercury emissions were considered in their evaluadon of resource options.

4.

These values shall not apply to decisions regarding the dispatch of electric power from
existing facilities.

5.

To the extent not separately addressed in this Order, the Commission adopts the
decisions and analysis in ALJ's Report.

6.

This Order shall become effective immediately.
BY j ^ D E R OF THa COMMISSION

. Haar
Executive Secretary
(SEAL)

This document can be made available in alternative formats (i.e., large print or audio tape) by
calling (612) 297-4596 (voice), (612) 297-1200 (TTY), or 1-800-627-3529 (TTY relay service).
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Subscribed and sworn t o b e f o r e me,
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a n o t a r y p u b l i c , t h i s ( Q _ day o f

Not^f5\ Public
JANET E. HOFFMAN
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Januarys, 1997
TO:

Service List
Supplemental #|sf

FROM:

Burl W. Haar
Executive S

SUBJECT:

In the Matter ofthe Quantification of Environmental Costs Pursuant to
Laws ofMinnesota 1993, Chapter 356, Section 3
Docket No. E-999/CI-93.583

EXPLANATION OF ATTACHED ORDER AND SUBSEQUENT PROCEDURES

It has recently come to the Commission's attention that the ofRcial service list was not used in
mailing the ORDER ESTABLISHING ENVIRONMENTAL COST VALUES on December 16,
1996. Accordingly, the Commission is reissuing the Order as of today's date. The only change
in the Order is the "issue date" on the first page.
The period for requesting rehearing/reconsideration will begin as of the date ofthe reissued
Order. If you have already filed a request for rehearing/reconsideration, you may submit a letter
explaining that you wish to rely upon the text of that request. You will not have to refile the
entire document. Alternatively, you may also refile your entire request, if you wish to add to or
otherwise change the text. In either case, the date of your subsequent submission will be the
controlling date for responses from other parties and action by the Commission.
On behalf of the Commission and staf% I apologize for any inconvenience that this error may
have caused.
Questions regarding this matter may be directed to Commission staff persons David Jacobson at
(612) 297-4562 and Clark Kami at (612) 297-4563.
Attachment:
Reissued Order, dated January 3,1997 (Service List only)
First page of reissued Order (Supplemental List only)
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